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Abstract:
Stringent regulations restrict fuel choice in Emission Control Areas. These strict limits on Sulphur Oxides
(SOx) and Particulate Matter (PM) from marine bunkers will increase globally during the next five years,
accelerating the move to different types of fuel. For all ships trading to Europe, the Monitoring, Reporting
and Verification (MRV) regulations covering carbon dioxide emissions entered force on 1st January
2018. The new IMO global sulphur cap of 0.5% applies from 2020. New equipment and infrastructure
will be needed in all major bunkering hubs. Major bunkering hubs are already considering how to address
the needs of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) fuelling and the infrastructure required. The number of ships
being built to use LNG, a cleaner-burning carbon fuel, is increasing. This covers many sectors, including
cruise, ferry, container, tanker and bulk carrier.
As a leading maritime solutions provider, Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement (BSM), in conjunction with
our partners Babcock International, have developed a key component in the LNG bunker delivery chain,
the Gas Supply Vessel (GSV) – see attached images. This ship is designed to supply LNG to other ships
and shore facilities on a regional basis as natural gas fuelling develops. This process requires stringent
risk assessment and the ability to develop operational practices new to the existing LNG sector, such as
simultaneous operations and delivering fuel to different customers in multiple locations.

